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The essence of distance learning
Remote is the highest formation of absentee learning, which can be obtained remotely using
innovative teaching technologies.
Immediately it is worth clarifying, this technique is radically different from absentee learning, since
the student has a colossal opportunity to maintain constant contact with teachers, and not
communicate with them 2 times a year.
Simply put, doing remotely, with the help of the World Wide Web, you can ask questions to
educators, ask the Council, insist on comments on one or another discipline, to obtain valuable
recommendations and an individual training plan.
For example, living in the province, it is quite realistic to finish the metropolitan university, never at
once in Moscow.
So the Internet is expanding the boundaries, and the desire and ambitions of a person help him not
just grow on themselves, but also to become a graduate specialist after the course trained course.
When using this progressive open-ended system, the student actively uses modern computer
programs, innovative teaching techniques, an inexhaustible Internet resource, modern
telecommunications.
Of course, no one forbids visiting the library and take reference literature for individual training, but
the need for such campaigns is extremely rare.
If the form of training is chosen, the university and specialty are defined, and the program of
distance education extends its action, the following possibilities are opened before the virtual
student:
Support compaction for mandatory subjects;
24-hour access to the electronic library of the university;
progressive textbook on remote education;
Detailed didactic material for independent work;
Methodical recommendations, communication with the teacher.

Accordingly, having unhindered access to the thematic base, the student independently defines the
rate of education, measures its capabilities and implies the final result.
For example, over the past year, external is especially popular, which allows you to remotely
accelerate the preparation of higher education.
Advantages of distance education
Many students are afraid of such a progressive decision, prefer for 5 years to "sit down their pants"
at the desk to get a cherished "crust" about higher education.
But the progress is inexorable, and distance education finds its yarn fans and fans.
This is not surprising, since this technique of learning has a number of significant advantages that
make a reasonably facilitate the life of a modern student.The following nuances should be allocated
immediately:
Flexible learning schedule, when a student can plan his own free time, harmoniously combine work
with recreation and study;
An independent definition of the teaching rate, when a student, commemming his strength and
opportunities, comprehends new knowledge in an accelerated rhythm in order to quickly get a
cherished diploma of higher education;
Remoteness from the university, that is, the provincials can successfully finish the capital's
university, at the same time to appear in Moscow a limited number of times;
An extensive list of future professions, that is, you can remotely get higher education in a specialty,
which has long been on coming, but seemed inaccessible;
Economic benefits, when a student minimizes its expenses, excluding accommodation in a hostel of
someone else's city, transportation rats and other financial costs;
The possibility of obtaining education at home, that is, without a separation from the family, work,
without leaving his own home;
An individual curriculum is fully adjusted for the interests of a particular student, and in case of
issues, you can immediately seek detailed advice on online;
improving self-education skills, the emergence of communicability and flexibility in solving any
controversial situations;
The mobility of distance education has already been marked all over the world, and domestic
students can also personally make sure that;

The absence of "psychological barriers" in terms of communication with people, oratorical abilities.
So get a distance education is always advantageous, moreover, there are prospects that will help in
the future worthy of employing.
However, even in this topic there is a reverse side that justice is necessary to discuss.
Disadvantages of distance education
Since modern society gets more under the definition of "conservatives", it is difficult to introduce
something new.
People are accustomed to inpatient learning, and all other techniques are considered to be deceived
and sell, at best, "dummy".
This is the whole trouble, because not all students are ready to participate in progress.
Among other disadvantages of distance education, it is necessary to allocate the following points:
possible problems with the Internet or server;
complexity of self-education;
limited number of universities supporting remote training;
lack of control and strict discipline;
The complexity of the perception of guidelines.
Simply put, not all students quickly adapt to the new method of obtaining knowledge, and some
leave this idea at all, considering remote education too difficult for perception.
Distance education
In fact, this is a subjective opinion, and if you understand, everything will definitely work out!

